Inside News

Chicago’s Mayor Daley says elec-

tion “will not undermine dis-

traction”

Mayors Administration plans to
take fight against crime closer to
district lines

Student suggests superior solu-

tion to housing crisis

Mayor publicly answers question

Rental "shortage" a major problem

Catholic women group calls for

More discernment is needed on

Colorado’s I-70 seeks addition

Czech Girl Brings Family to Canada

Road To Freedom Began In Durant

One’s Homeland

Dear Freedom Dearer

Goodyear Goodwin

"I was destination. I choose my own

where my journey takes me."

Freedom Dearer

C. B. Goodwin

"I can’t believe it’s

been a year."

The New York Times

New York, Oct. 20

TOLERANCE FOR IMMIGRATION"
Man Slain in Home Of Lawman

If Santa forgot your Color TV, SAVE on one of these... LIMITED TIME OFFERS!

SAVE $50 ON EACH

MAGNAVOX SPECIAL VALUES

If you buy it now, you'll be able to watch the Christmas special in comfort!

New Death Mark Set On Highways

If you don't buy now, you'll be missing out on the best deals of the season!

After-Christmas Sale & Clearance

OUR GREATEST SALE of JUNIOR SAMPLE DRESSES...SAVE 50%

Lucky you if you wear junior sizes 7 or 9!!!

We were able to purchase many salesmen's samples to bring you this tremendous savings on junior dresses at 50% off.

FAMOUS JUNIOR MAKERS' HOLIDAY and SPRING SAMPLE DRESSES

NOW 1/2 PRICE

Originally $16 to $60

now $8 to $30

Collect those Christmas checks and have these sold-out right away!!! The dresses you can find here at these very reasonable prices are the ones that will be the best-selling of the season, and will be the ones that you'll wish you'd bought when you see them in the stores.

ONCE-A-YEAR ANNUAL SALE OF FAMOUS EXQUISITE FORM "MAGIC LADY" PANTY GIRDLES

MACHINE WASHABLE

NON-SKID!

SALE! BIG 60" ROUND HIGH PILE SHAG RUGS

Regularly $15.99

SALE...$8.99

10" 2" 5"

Door-Busters!

DOOR-BUSTERS!

reg. $4.99

3 for $5

70" 30" 88" ea.

32" ea.

25" 25" 88" ea.

25" 30" 30" ea.

18" 18" 88" ea.
Couples Exchange Vows In Formal Church Ceremonies

Rare Saucer Is Suggested By Scientist

Social Notes
City Clubs Will Usher In New Year

Take Prejudice As Challenge

Miss Little, Mr. Mann Set Nuptials

Holiday Visitors

Oral Roberts Presents

Woolco
Department Stores

Weekend Sizzlers

Woolco
Department Stores

Woolco
Department Stores

Woolco
Department Stores

Woolco
Department Stores

Woolco
Department Stores
Red Deserter Rate Tumbles

Marked improvement in the U.S. reserve force turnover rate will mean less financial strain on commanders and training budgets. Although the rate itself may not be quantitative, it is significant in terms of morale and operational readiness.

Test Detection Improves

The effectiveness of test equipment and procedures has been enhanced significantly over the past decade. This has led to more accurate and reliable results, thereby improving the overall quality of military training and readiness.

Billsboards Boost Old Center

Renovation of the old center building has been enhanced through the addition of billboards. This has not only improved the aesthetic appeal but also increased engagement and foot traffic in the area.

New Year’s Service Planned At Mayfair

The Mayfair Center will be hosting its annual New Year’s Service, providing a welcoming atmosphere for attendees to celebrate the beginning of the year.

Church Roundup

Various church events and activities are scheduled for the month, including services, seminars, and community outreach projects.

Council Post Called Bridge

The council post has been renamed to Bridge, reflecting its changed focus and objectives.

Trial Halted By Illness

The trial proceedings were temporarily halted due to a health issue affecting one of the parties involved.

Church Directory

A comprehensive directory listing the various churches and denominations in the area, providing information on their locations, services, and contact details.

Why Are Soonerers...

Understanding the reasons behind the Soonerer phenomenon and implementing strategies to address it.

...Killing Themselves?

Addressing suicide prevention and mental health within the military community.

Crippled Boy Survives Cold

A touching story of resilience and recovery after an illness, highlighting the importance of perseverance.

Otasco Clearance

Save up to 50% on a wide range of products, including housewares, appliances, and sporting goods.

Save Like the Dickens

Help clean up before Dec. 31st with inventory reductions on appliances.

Across the Board Price Reductions

General Electric now at the price of an ordinary washer, providing significant savings for consumers.

Christian Science Churches

Adventists meet at 10 a.m. on Sunday for worship and reflection, offering a unique spiritual experience.
**Stepfather Notified Of Children's Deaths**

The stepfather of three children who were found shot to death in a vacant apartment building in New York City has been notified of the deaths.

The bodies were discovered in a third-floor apartment in the Bronx on Tuesday morning. The victims were identified as a mother, her three children, and a friend.

The stepfather, a 39-year-old man, was arrested and charged with murder.

---

**Ex-Convict Held In Tennessee**

**Accused Killer Of Three Women Caught**

A 38-year-old man has been arrested in Tennessee on charges of killing three women in New York City.

The suspect, who had been living in Tennessee, was arrested after being seen with a weapon.

The victims were found in separate locations in New York City over the past few weeks.

---

**Hurry Up To The Walls Sale**

**America's Greatest Furniture**

**SALE**

**1/2 MILLION DOLLARS**

**COME SEE THESE SAVINGS & A 1000 MORE**

**FREE $100.00**

**WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY BEDROOM SUITE**

**$148**

**$167**

**$198**

---

**The Andromeda Strain—Part V**

**The 'Odd Man Hypothesis' Was Missing**

**By Michael Crichton**

The story of the Andromeda Strain continues in this new installment, as the team of scientists and researchers struggle to understand the mysterious pathogen.

---

**WHAT YOUNGSTERS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT BUSINESS**

Talking to young people about the importance of business can be a challenging task, but it's essential for their future success.

---

**The Oklahoma Journal**

**Call OR 7-0521 Today!**

---
Chiefs Squash Vandals

OU WINS IN OVERTIME

K-State Edges OSU

Memphis Bops Devils, 67-62

West Picked In Shrine Tilt
It's 'Showtime' When Maravich Takes Court

By Bud Delaney

NATIONS are the rest of the world. Maravich is the rest of the world.

MUST be the rest of the world. Maravich is the rest of the world.

I'd be the rest of the world. Maravich is the rest of the world.

When I want to do so, more than anything else, I need to do so, and I need to do so at the highest level of competition and I need to do so to the best of my abilities.

Like a Napalm bomb that hits a target, I need to do so, and I need to do so at the highest level of competition and I need to do so to the best of my abilities.

It's an all-out war, and I need to do so, and I need to do so at the highest level of competition and I need to do so to the best of my abilities.

NU Falls To K-State

Penguins Ax NY Streak

OSU Falls To K-State

Penguins Ax NY Streak

Design for Profits Electrically!

Keeping Up With Montand

The Midnight Earl

OU Wins Manis Set For Next FightCard

OSU Falls To K-State

Penguins Ax NY Streak

Film 'Dolly' Is No Fake

Russ Meyer Makes 'VIXEN'

Dissident Russian Poetess Arrested

Oscar 1968 - Parmelee

Dissident Russian Poetess Arrested

Oscar 1968 - Parmelee

Dissident Russian Poetess Arrested

Oscar 1968 - Parmelee

Dissident Russian Poetess Arrested

Oscar 1968 - Parmelee

Dissident Russian Poetess Arrested

Oscar 1968 - Parmelee

Dissident Russian Poetess Arrested

Oscar 1968 - Parmelee
Film's Violence Anticipated The Real Thing

"It was here where I was a boy. We were in a theater watching a film. We were all in one row, all the kids in the row. We were all sitting there, people were coming in, many of the men, the very young and everybody girl, would go..."

By ALAN KIN

"In that world, there was no such thing as reality. It was all a fantasy. That's what movies were about. It was all a fantasy. People were just images."

-William王者荣耀《愚公移山》

-Charles Manion

"I was born into a world where I was a boy. We were in a theater watching a film. We were all in one row, all the kids in the row. We were all sitting there, people were coming in, many of the men, the very young and everybody girl, would go..."

"The film 'Clerks' has been a real influence on my work. It's so real. People are not just images. They're real people."

-William王者荣耀《愚公移山》

-Charles Manion

"In that world, there was no such thing as reality. It was all a fantasy. That's what movies were about. It was all a fantasy. People were just images."

-William王者荣耀《愚公移山》

-Charles Manion

"I was born into a world where I was a boy. We were in a theater watching a film. We were all in one row, all the kids in the row. We were all sitting there, people were coming in, many of the men, the very young and everybody girl, would go..."
Retired Soldier’s Services Pending

Pentagon Tells Uses Of Gas On Battlefield

After Disaster
Death Found On Freeway
Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

VOICE SCOPESCOPE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1977

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) - Now activities should increase and your hours get longer. For one jolt at a time, watch your timing and then appropriate place. Punctuality with a side note of punctuality will mean the difference between success and failure. Now is the time to work - work hard and forever. Total success is in the near future. But watch your finances carefully, as there may be some timing involved. The key is to be cautious and think before you act.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) - A little extra effort can go a long way. Be sure to plan your schedule to the letter. Your energy levels are high, and it's a great time to start new projects. However, be careful not to overextend yourself. Take care of your health and maintain a balanced diet.

CANCER (June 22-July 22) - This is a time to be cautious and think before you act. You may need to make some tough decisions, so be prepared to face them head-on. Your intuition is strong, so trust your instincts and follow through with your plans.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - The day is open for new beginnings. You may encounter some obstacles, but persevere and you will succeed. Your creativity is on the rise, so channel it into new projects. Be open to new ideas and opportunities.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Your energy levels are high, and it's a great time to start new projects. However, be careful not to overextend yourself. Take care of your health and maintain a balanced diet.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Enjoy the money you are earning, but be careful not to overspend. Watch for new opportunities to emerge, and be ready to take advantage of them. Your social life is thriving, so plan some fun activities with friends.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Your health is on the upswing, so take care of yourself. Your energy levels are high, and it's a great time to start new projects. However, be careful not to overextend yourself. Take care of your health and maintain a balanced diet.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Try and maintain a positive outlook, and your happiness will increase. You may encounter some obstacles, but persevere and you will succeed. Your creativity is on the rise, so channel it into new projects.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - When you feel that something is about to change, go with the flow and let the change happen. Your intuition is strong, so trust your instincts and follow through with your plans.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - This is a time to set goals and work towards achieving them. You may encounter some challenges, but persevere and you will succeed. Your energy levels are high, and it's a great time to start new projects. However, be careful not to overextend yourself. Take care of your health and maintain a balanced diet.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) - This is a time to be cautious and think before you act. You may need to make some tough decisions, so be prepared to face them head-on. Your intuition is strong, so trust your instincts and follow through with your plans.


DAILY WORD Game

TODAY'S WORD - CRUSADE
(Cranzle - base SADS, To attack actively)
Average word length - 6 letters
Can you find all 5 in one word? It's "CRUSADE"!